
8-88 LOWER UNIT 

Words" just before Step 25, before making 
this connection. 

Start the bolts securing the lower unit to 
the exhaust housing. Tighten the bolts 
EVENLY and ALTERNATELY to the torque 
value given in the Appendix. 

FUNCTIONAL CHECK 

27- Perform a functional check of the 
completed work by mounting the engine in a 
test tank, in a body of water, or with a flush 
at tachment connected to the lower unit. If 
the flush at tachment is used, NEVER oper
ate the engine above an idle speed, because 
the no-load condition on the propeller would 
allow the engine to RUNAWAY resulting in 
serious damage or destruction of the engine. 

CAUTION: Water must circulate through 
the lower unit to the engine any time the en
gine is run to prevent damage to the water 
pump in the lower unit. Just five seconds 
without water will damage the water pump. 

Start the engine and observe the t a t t l e -
tale flow of water from idle relief in the 
exhaust housing. The water pump installa
tion work is verified. If a "Flushette" is 
connected to the lower unit, VERY LITTLE 
water will be visible from the idle relief 
port. Shift the engine into the three gears 
and check for smoothness of operation and 
satisfactory performance. 

8-10 PROPELLER EXHAUST 
MECHANICAL SHIFT 
20 HP AND 30 HP - 1981 & ON 
25 HP - 1986 & ON 
35 H P - 1 9 7 6 - 8 4 

DESCRIPTION 
As the name implies, the unit covered in 

this section is a mechanical shift, propeller 
exhaust lower unit. Forward, neutral , and 
reverse shift capabilities are incorporated. 
A pinion gear is splined onto the lower end 
of the driveshaft. This pinion gear rotates 
constantly while the engine is operating and 
drives the forward and reverse gears. A 
clutch dog splined to the propeller shaft is 
centered between the two gears when the 
unit is in neutral gear. A shift lever causes 
the clutch dog to engage either the forward 
or reverse gear. Power is then transferred 
from the direction gear through the clutch 
dog to the propeller shaft and propeller. 

TROUBLESHOOTING 

Troubleshooting MUST be done BEFORE 
the unit is removed from the exhaust hous
ing, to permit isolating the problem to one 
area. Always at tempt to proceed with 
troubleshooting in an orderly manner. The 
shotgun approach will only result in wasted 
t ime, incorrect diagnosis, replacement of 
unnecessary parts , and frustration. 

The following procedures are presented 
in a logical sequence with the most preva
lent, easiest, and less costly i tems to be 
checked, listed first. 
Unable to Shift into Forward or Reverse 

Remove the propeller according to the 
procedures outlined in Section 8-2. Make a 
careful check of the rubber hub to deter
mine if it has been slipping in the propeller. 
If there is any evidence the rubber has 
melted, or if pieces of rubber have been 
torn from the hub, it is a clear indication 
the hub has been slipping. 

If the check reveals the hub has been 
slipping, the propeller must be sent to a 
propeller shop with the proper equipment 
and trained personnel to perform the nec
essary service work. 

Water in the Lower Unit 
Water in the lower unit is usually caused 

by fish line becoming entangled around the 
propeller shaft ahead of the propeller and 
damaging the propeller seal. If the line is 
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MECH SHIFT 25HP TO 35HP 8-89 

not removed, it will cut the propeller shaft 
seal and allow water to enter the lower unit. 
Fish line has also been known to cut a 
groove in the propeller shaft. 

The shift rod seal may be damaged and 
require replacement. The seal under the 
water pump may be damaged and allowing 
water to enter the lower unit. 

The propeller should be removed each 
t ime the boat is hauled from the water at 
the end of an outing and any material en
tangled behind the propeller removed before 
it can cause extensive damage. The small 
amount of time and effort involved in pull
ing the propeller is repaid many times by 
reduced maintenance and service work, in
cluding the replacement of expensive parts. 

Slippage in the Lower Unit 
If the shift seems to be slipping as the 

boat moves through the water: First, check 
the propeller and the rubber hub. If the 
propeller has been subjected to many strikes 
against underwater objects, it could slip on 
its hub. If the hub is damaged or excessive
ly worn on the small propellers, it is ques
tionable whether it economical to have the 
hub or propeller rebuilt. Sometimes a new 
propeller may be purchased for less than 
meeting the expense of rebuilding an old 
worn propeller. It will pay to check it out. 

RUBBER 
HUB 

The rubber hub on the propeller exhaust unit was 
found to be slipping. A new hub is being installed. 

Difficult Shifting 
Verify that the ignition switch is OFF, or 

bet ter still, disconnect the spark plug wires 
from the plugs, to prevent possible personal 
injury, should the engine s tar t . Shift the 
unit into REVERSE gear at the shift control 
box, and at the same time have an assistant 
turn the propeller shaft to ensure the clutch 
is fully engaged. If the shift handle is hard 
to move, the trouble may be in the lower 
unit, the shift cable, the handle passing 
through the exhaust housing, or in the shift 
box if one is used. 

To Isolate the Problem: 
Disconnect the shift cable, if used, at 

the engine. Operate the shift lever at the 
shift box. If shifting is still hard, the 
problem is in the shift cable or control box, 
see Chapter 7. If the shifting feels normal 
with the shift cable disconnected, the prob
lem must be in the lower unit or in the area 
where the shift lever passes through the 
cowling to the bellcrank. Lack of lubrica
tion is usually the cause of problems with 
the shift lever and bellcrank. To verify 
the problem is in the lower unit, have an 
assistant turn the propeller and at the same 
time move the shift cable back-and-forth. 
Determine if the clutch engages properly. 
Jumping Out of Gear 

If a loud thumping sound is heard at the 
transom while the boat is underway, the unit 
is jumping out of gear, resulting in a no-load 
condition on the propeller. When this hap
pens, the rushing water under the hull forces 
the lower unit in a backward direction. The 
unit jumps back into gear; the propeller 
catches hold; the lower unit is forced for
ward again; and the result is the thumping 
sound as the action is repeated. Normally 
this type of action occurs perhaps once a 
day, then more frequently each time the 
clutch is operated, until finally the unit will 
not stay in gear for even a short t ime. 

The following areas must be checked to 
locate the cause: 

1- Check the bellcrank under the power-
head. Remove the window on the port and 
starboard side of the lower unit. If working 
on a 1976-79 model, remove the window in 
the exhaust housing. Hold the shift rod with 
a pair of pliers and at the same t ime at
tempt to move the shift lever on the s tar
board side of the engine. If it is possible to 
move the shift lever, the bellcrank is dam
aged. 
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8-90 LOWER UNIT 

WINDOW 

Window in a lower unit to permit access to the shift 
rod disconnect. Notice how the ramps face forward to 
allow water to enter the cooling system. If the window 
is not installed properly, the engine wiZZ quickly over
heat from lack of cooling water, causing damage to the 
pump impeller and the powerhead. 

2- Disconnect the shift cable at the en
gine. Attempt to shift the unit into forward 
gear with the shift lever on the starboard 
side of the engine and at the same time 
rotate the propeller in an effort to shift into 
gear. Shift the control lever at the control 
box into forward gear. Move the shift cable 
at the engine up to the shift handle and 
determine if the cable is properly aligned. 
If the inner cable should slip on the end 
cable guide, the adjustment would be lost. 

* ■ 

*.': 
*."-

WINDOW 

View into the exhaust housing after the power head 
has been removed. The shift rod bellcrank is visible. 

3- Move the shift lever at the engine 
into the neutral position and the shift lever 
at the control box to the neutral position. 
Now, move the shift cable up to the shift 
lever and see if it is aligned. Shift the unit 
into reverse at the engine and shift the 
control lever at the control box into re
verse. Move the cable up and see if it is 
aligned. If the cable is properly aligned, but 
the unit still jumps out of gear when the 
cable is connected, one of three conditions 
may exist. 

a- The bellcrank is worn excessively or 
damaged. 

b- The shift rod connector is misaligned. 
This connector is used to link the upper shift 
rod with the lower rod. If the connector has 
not been installed properly, any shifting will 
be difficult. 

c- Parts in the lower unit are worn from 
extended use. 

Frozen Powerhead 
This condition is suggested when the 

operator unsuccessfully attempts to crank 
the engine, either with a hand starter or 

Window and gasket removed from the exhaust hous
ing with the shift rod disconnect bolt shown. 

Detailed drawing to depict removal of the cable 
from the shift handle. 
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MECH SHIFT 25HP TO 35HP 8-91 

with a s tar ter motor. The flywheel will not 
ro ta te . Do not assume the engine is "froz
en" until the lower unit has been removed 
and thoroughly checked. If the lower unit is 
"locked" (the driveshaft or propeller shaft 
will not ro ta te ) , the powerhead will have the 
indication of being "frozen" (failure to ro
ta te the flywheel). 

The first step to perform under these 
conditions is to "pull" the lower unit, and 
then again at tempt to crank the engine. If 
the a t tempt is successful with the lower 
unit disconnected, the problem is in the 
lower unit. If the a t tempt to crank the 
engine is still unsuccessful, the problem is in 
the powerhead. 

LOWER UNIT SERVICE 

Access to the shift connector for this 
unit is gained by removing the window in the 
lower unit (models 1980 and on), or by 
removing the window in the exhaust housing 
(models 1976-79). 

Propeller Removal 
Remove the propeller according to the 

procedures outlined in Section 8-2. 

Draining Lower Unit 
Drain the lubricant in the lower unit, see 

Section 8-3. 

GOOD WORDS 
If water is discovered in the lower unit 

and the determination is made the propeller 
shaft seal is damaged and requires replace
ment, the lower unit does NOT have to be 
removed in order to accomplish the work. 

The bearing carrier can be removed and 
the seal replaced without disassembling the 
lower unit. HOWEVER, and this is a big 
HOWEVER, such a procedure is not consid
ered good shop practice, but merely a quick-
fix. If water has entered the lower unit, the 
unit should be disassembled and a detailed 
check made to determine if any other seals, 
bearings, bearing races, O-rings or other 
parts have been rendered unfit for further 
service by the water. 

LOWER UNIT REMOVAL 

1- Disconnect the spark plug wires from 
the spark plugs. Remove the port and 
starboard water inlet screens, below the 
anti-cavitation plate. After the screens 
have been removed, the shift rod connection 
will be visible inside the lower unit. Notice 
the two nuts on the shift rod. Use two 
wrenches and loosen the top nut. Back off 
the upper nut onto the upper portion of the 
shift rod. 

2- Work a knife or similar tool into the 
split of the black plastic keeper and remove 
the keeper from the upper shift rod. Shift 
the unit into forward gear, and then remove 
the nut from the upper shift rod. 

a ^ 
SHIFT ROD 

DISCONNECT" 'V 
If*** 

Damaged pistons in a "frozen" powerhead. If the 
shift problem is isolated to the powerhead, the lower 
unit need not be disassembled. 

i 
3' 

0 
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8-92 LOWER UNIT 

3 - If servicing a 1S76-7? model, remove 
the window in the exhaust housing and then 
remove the bottom screw from the shift 
connector. The shift rod will then be dis
connected when the lower unit is separated 
from the exhaust housing. 

0- Remove the forward nut and two 
bolts, one on each side of the lower unit, 
securing the unit to the exhaust housing. 

5- Separate the lower unit straight away 
from the exhaust housing. TAKE CARE not 
to twist or pull backward, sideways, e tc . , 
when removing the lower unit, because the 
driveshaft may be bent. If there is restr ict
ed clearance between the bottom of the 
lower unit and the floor, tilt the complete 
unit forward in order to gain the necessary 
room for the lower unit to clear. 

6- Position the lower unit in a vertical 
position on the edge of the work bench 
resting on the cavitation plate. Secure the 
lower unit in this position with a C-clamp. 
The lower unit will then be held firmly in a 
favorable position for further service work. 
An alternate method is to cut a groove in a 
short piece of 2" x 6" wood to accommodate 
the lower unit with the cavitation plate 
resting on top of the wood. Clamp the wood 
in a vise and service work may then be 
performed with the lower unit erect (in its 
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MECH SHIFT 25HP TO 35HP 8-93 

normal position), or inverted (upside down). 
In both positions, the cavitation plate is the 
supporting surface. 

WATER PUMP REMOVAL 

ADVICE 
If the only work to be performed is 

service of the water pump, be extremely 
CAREFUL to prevent the driveshaft from 
being pulled up and free of the pinion gear 
in the lower unit. NEVER carry the lower 
unit by the driveshaft or by the shift rod. If 
the shaft should be released from the pinion 
gear, the lower unit MUST be disassembled 
to align the pinion gear and driveshaft, then 
the driveshaft installed. 

7- Remove the bolts securing the water 
pump housing to the lower unit. Slide the 
water pump housing up and free of the 
driveshaft. Remove the water pump impel
ler and key from the driveshaft. Remove 
the long spacer and bushing from the pump 
housing. Slide the gasket, pump plate, and 
second gasket, up and free of the driveshaft. 
Discard the gaskets. New gaskets are in
cluded in a water pump repair kit. 

GOOD WORDS 
If the only work to be performed is 

service of the water pump, proceed directly 
to Page 8-110, Water Pump Installation. 

LOWER UNIT DISASSEMBLING 

8- Grasp the driveshaft firmly and with
draw it from the lower unit. 

MATER 
PUMP 

. HOUSING 

Bearing Carrier Removal 
9- Use a thin-wall socket and remove 

the bolts securing the bearing carrier in the 
lower unit. 

SPECIAL WORDS 
Two methods are available to pull the 

bearing carrier from the lower unit. One 
method involves the use of a flywheel puller 
and a couple of bolts. The second method 
requires the use of a special OMC puller and 
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a couple bolts. Both methods are described 
in the following step. If the bearing carrier 
is stubborn and refuses to budge, apply heat 
to the outside surface of the lower unit 
while taking up on either type of puller. 
TAKE CARE not to overheat the lower unit. 
Aluminum will start to bubble at a relative
ly low temperature. 

10- Obtain an OMC flywheel puller and 
two 1/4" x 20 bolts. Thread the bolts into 
the bearing carrier opposite one another. 
Take up on the center nut of the puller and 
pull the bearing carrier free of the lower 
unit. 

& PULLING 

SLIDE 
HAMMFR 

/ 

® 
The second method involves the use of a 

special puller tool, OMC No. 378103 and two 
long 1/4" x 20 bolts. Thread the bolts into 
the bearing carrier. Use the special puller 
to remove the bearing carrier, as shown in 
the accompanying illustration "A"". 

W A R N I N G 
The next step involves a dangerous pro

cedure and should be executed with care 
while wearing SAFETY GLASSES. The re
taining ring is under tremendous tension in 
the groove and while it is being removed. If 
it should slip off the Truarc pliers, it will 
travel with incredible speed causing person
al injury if it should strike a person. There
fore, continue to hold the ring and pliers 
firm after the ring is out of the groove and 
clear of the lower unit. Place the ring on 
the floor and hold it securely with one foot 
before releasing the grip on the pliers. An 
al ternate method is to hold the ring inside a 
trash barrel, or other suitable container, 
before releasing the pliers. 

11- Obtain a pair of Truarc pliers. In
sert the tips of the pliers into the holes of 
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the retaining ring. Now, CAREFULLY re
move the retaining ring from the groove and 
gear case without allowing the pliers to slip. 
Release the grip on the pliers in the manner 
described in the above WARNING. Remove 
the retainer plate. As the plate is removed, 
notice which surface is facing into the hous
ing, as an aid during installation. 

12- If servicing a 1980 or later model, 
use the proper size wrench extended through 
the window of the lower unit, and back the 
shift rod out of the shift yoke by rotating it 
COUNTERCLOCKWISE until it is free. 

13- If servicing a 1976-79 model, simply 
back the shift rod out COUNTERCLOCK
WISE until it is free of the housing. 

1*- Using a pair of needle-nose pliers, 
reach in, grasp the shift yoke, and slide it 
back off the propeller shaft. 

NOW THESE WORDS 
A hole is drilled through the propeller 

shaft just forward of the reverse gear. A 
detent spring is installed in the hole along 
with a detent ball on each side of the 
propeller shaft. The clutch dog is installed 
over the top of the two detent balls. This 
arrangement assists in holding the unit in 
the specific gear desired. 

When the bearing carrier, propeller 
shaft, and associated parts are removed, the 
clutch dog will remain in the lower unit. As 
soon as the clutch dog slides free of the 
propeller shaft, the detent balls and spring 

SHIFT 
ROD 

EARLY MODEL 

LOWER UNIT 
WINDOW ■vX\sV' 

!?«r» 

will fly free of the shaft, but will be con
tained within the lower unit housing. There
fore, after the propeller shaft, bearing car
rier, e tc . , are removed (next step) take t ime 
to retrieve the two detent balls and the 
spring from inside the lower unit. 

Propeller Shaft — Removal 
15- Remove the Phillips screw from the 

outside of the lower unit. This is the screw 
securing the shift lever in place and is 
located close to the lubricant drain plug. 

LOWER 
SHIFT ROD 

/ 

LATE MODEL 

® 

SHIFT 
YOKE \ 

14 
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8-96 LOWER UNIT 

WINDOW P H I L L I P S ^ 

® 
16- After the screw has been removed, 

grasp the propeller shaft firmly and with
draw it from the lower unit. The reverse 
gear, clutch dog, cradle, and associated 
parts will come out with the shaft. If these 
parts fail to come out with the shaft, reach 
in and remove them one at -a- t ime. Re
member the two detent balls and the detent 
spring. 

17- Remove the pinion gear, two thrust 
washers, and thrust bearing. Take time to 
notice the arrangement of the two thrust 
washers and the bearing. Notice how one 
thrust washer is beveled on the inside diam
eter and the other is beveled on the outside 
diameter. It is extremely important that 
these washers and the thrust bearing are 
installed properly. 

18- Reach in and remove the forward 
gear. TAKE CARE not to lose the thrust 
washer installed in the inside diameter of 
the forward gear. 

j^l T; THRUST 
a ^ BEARING 

r/jjriirP,NI0N 

<#£? GEAR 

19- Remove the forward gear tapered 
bearing from the lower unit. 

Upper Driveshaf t Seals — Removal 
20- Use a slide hammer with external 

jaws. Fit the jaws down inside the seals, 
and then operate the slide hammer to re 
move the seals. Notice how the seals were 
installed back-to-back (flat side against flat 
side). 

' ; it* 

® 
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VERY CRITICAL WORDS 
The upper driveshaft bearing, the pinion 

gear bearing, and the forward gear bearing 
race NEED NOT be removed unless they are 
unfit for further service. These bearings, 
especially the pinion gear bearing, can only 
be installed using special OMC tools. Even 
with the tools, the task is not an easy one. 
Therefore, determine their condition by 
first checking with a flashlight for signs of 
corrosion or damage, and then by inserting a 
finger into the bearing and rotating it while 
checking for "rough" spots or binding. If 
they appear to be in satisfactory condition, 
"let a sleeping dog lie." Continue with the 
other work. 

Upper Driveshaft Bearing — Removal 
21— The upper driveshaft bearing is 

housed in a sleeve. If the bearing is to be 
removed, first punch out the bearing down
ward into the housing. Use special tool 
OMC No. 391010, and remove the bearing 
sleeve from the housing. Turn the lower 
unit upside down and the upper driveshaft 
bearing will fall free. 

Pinion Gear Bearing — Removal 
22- Use any type of punch to drive the 

bearing free. Further damage to the bear
ing is of no concern because it is being 
removed due to its unfitness for further 
service. 

xxx-,.x:: 
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Forward Gear Bearing Race — Removal 
23- Use a slide hammer equipped with 

fingers and "pull" the race from the housing. 

Shift Rod 0-ring and Bushing — Removal 
24- Insert a length of 1/4" rod, with 

threads on both ends, down through the O-
ring and bushing. Thread a nut onto the 
lower end of the rod. (The edges of the nut 
must be first rounded to permit the nut to 
pass through the opening in the housing.) 
Attach a slide hammer to the rod and "pull" 
the O-ring, bushing and washer. 

SLIDE ' 
HAMMER 

4 

V 

■ , ' * * : • * -

* * * * * . , ' f. 

- • * * ff* 

® 

SHIFT . 
BUSHING 

A. - •: 

® 
Bearing Carrier Seals — Removal 

25- Use a puller with two fingers and 
work the puller down into the seals. Take 
up on the puller and remove the seals. 
Notice how the seals are installed back-to-
back. They must be installed in this manner 
to provide a proper seal to prevent the 
lubricant in the lower unit from escaping 
and water from entering. 

SEALS 
(BACK-TO-BACK) 

25 
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An alternate method to remove the seal 
is to wedge a heavy duty screwdriver under
neath the seal, and then to pull back on the 
bearing carrier, as shown, illustration "B". 
The seal will pop out. Repeat the procedure 
for the second seal. 

Bearing Carrier Bearing — Removal 
The bearings in the bearing carrier need 

NOT be removed unless they are unfit for 
further service. Check their condition for 
damage and corrosion. Insert a finger inside 
and rota te the bearing while checking for 
roughness or any sign of binding. Check for 
evidence of corrosion. 

26- Use a slide hammer with fingers and 
remove the bearings outward from the car
rier. An alternate method is to use a punch 
and drive the bearing free of the carrier, 
illustration "C". If the bearing is damaged 
and no longer fit for service, further dam
age will be of no consequence. 

CLEANING AND INSPECTING 

Clean all water pump parts with solvent, 
and then dry them with compressed air. 
Inspect the water pump cover and base for 
cracks and distortion, possibly caused from 
overheating. Inspect the face plate and 

SLIDE 
HAMMER 

/ 

; % 

water pump insert for grooves and/or rough 
surfaces. If possible, ALWAYS install a 
complete new water pump while the lower 
unit is disassembled. A new impeller will 
ensure extended satisfactory service and 

SEALS 
(BACK-TO-BACK) 

PUNCH 

© 
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8-100 LOWER UNIT 

give "peace of mind" to the owner. If the 
old impeller must be returned to service, 
NEVER install it in reverse to the original 
direction of rotation. Installation in reverse 
will cause premature impeller failure. 

Inspect the impeller side seal surfaces 
and the ends of the impeller blades for 
cracks, tears , and wear. Check for a glazed 
or melted appearance, caused from operat
ing without sufficient water. If any ques
tion exists, and as previously s tated, install 
a new impeller if at all possible. 

Clean all parts with solvent and dry 
them with compressed air. DISCARD all O-
rings and gaskets. Inspect and replace the 
driveshaft if the splines are worn. Inspect 
the gearcase and exhaust housing for dam
age to the machined surfaces. Remove any 
nicks and refurbish the surfaces on a surface 
plate. Start with a No. 120 Emery paper 
and finish with No. 180. 

Check the water intake screen and pas
sages by removing the bypass cover, if one 
is used. Inspect the clutch dog, drive gears, 
pinion gear, and thrust washers. Replace 
these items if they appear worn. If the 
clutch dog and drive gear arrangement sur
faces are nicked, chipped, or the edges 
rounded, the operator may be performing 
the shift operation improperly or the con
trols may not be adjusted correctly. These 
items MUST be replaced if they are dam
aged. 

Inspect the dog ears on the inside of the 
forward and reverse gears. The gears must 
be replaced if they are damaged. 

Check the cradle that rides on the inside 
diameter of the clutch dog. The sides of the 
cradle must be in good condition, free of 

The ears on this clutch dog and the teeth on the 
gear are badly worn. Both items are unfit for further 
service. 

New clutch dog and gear. Compare these two parts 
with those shown at the bottom of the previous column. 

any damage or signs of wear. If damage or 
wear has occurred, the cradle must be re 
placed. 

Check the shift lever and the two prongs 
that fit inside the cradle. Check to be sure 
the prongs are not worn or rounded. Dam
age or wear to the prongs indicates the 
lever must be replaced. 

LOWER UNIT ASSEMBLING 

READ AND BELIEVE 
The lower unit should NOT be assembled 

in a dry condition. Coat all internal parts 
with OMC HI-VIS lube oil as they are as
sembled. All seals should be coated with 
OMC Gasket Seal Compound. When two 
seals are installed back-to-back, use Triple 
Guard Grease between the seal surfaces. 

A rusted and corroded gear. Water was allowed to 
enter the lower unit through a badly worn seal and 
cause this damage to the gear and other expensive 
parts. 
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WATER 
TUBE 

GROMMET 

HOUSING 

SEAL 

GASKET 

IMPELLER 
PLATE 

BUSHING 

THRUST W 
j^i WASHER \ 

^ ^ ^ FORWARD 
BEARING 

SHIFT 
LEVER 

Exploded view of a 20hp, 25hp, 30hp, and 35hp lower unit with major parts identified. 
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A set of double seals showing the back side (left) 
and the front side (right). These seals are installed 
back-to-back (flat side-to-flat side) with Triple Guard 
Grease between the surfaces. This arrangement pre
vents fluid from passing in either direction. 

Bearing Carrier Bearings — Installation 
1- Obtain special tool OMC NO. 321429. 

Place the bearing in position with the let
tered side of the bearing facing UP. Press 
against the let tered side of the forward 
bearing, using the special tool and an arbor 
press. Turn the bearing carrier end-for-end 
and press the other bearing into place in the 
same manner, using the arbor press and 
special tool OMC No. 321428. ALWAYS 
press against the lettered side of the bear
ing. 

2- The two bearing carrier seals are 
installed back-to-back. The inner seal pre
vents the lower unit lubricant from escap
ing, and the outer seal prevents water from 
entering the lower unit. Coat the outside 
surfaces of the seals with seal compound 
and press the first seal into place with the 

BEARING 

IS'" J. '/' '■ ' 

SEALS 
(BACK-TO-BACK) 

© 
flat side facing UP. Coat the flat side of 
the installed seal and the fiat side of the 
second seal with Triple Guard Grease. In
stall the second seal with the flat side 
facing DOWN. After installation, the lip of 
the second seal should be flush with the 
surface of the bearing carrier. 

© ** <4RPS © 
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3 - Check to be sure the O-ring groove of 
the bearing carrier is clean. Coat the O-
ring with OMC HI-VIS lube oil and then 
install it into the groove. Set the bearing 
carrier aside for later installation. 

Forward Gear Bearing Race — Installation 
4 - If the forward gear bearing race was 

removed, install a new race by first coating 
the race with OMC HI-VIS lube oil. Obtain 
special tool, OMC No. 319929 and driver 
handle, OMC No. 311880. Drive the race 
into place squarely. 

Shift Rod Bushing and O-ring — Installation 
5- For the 1980 and later models: Ob

tain special tool, OMC No. 304515. Install 
the washer and then the O-ring. Install the 
bushing using the special tool. If the special 
tool is not available, a tool the same size as 
the outside diameter as the bushing may be 
used to drive the bushing into place. The 
bushing does not go in hard. TAKE CARE 
not to distort the inside diameter of the 
bushing. 

GOOD WORDS 
Two different lower units have been used 

with the late model 35 hp lower units from 
1976. Changes in the assembling procedures 
for these two units is clearly indicated in 
the following steps. 

Pinion Gear Bearing — Installation 
6- Special tool OMC No. 391257 is re

quired to install this bearing. Assemble the 
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SHIFT 
BUSHING 

© 
tool, as shown in the accompanying illustra
tion. Drive the bearing into place from the 
top until the plate of the tool makes contact 
with the lower unit. The bearing will then 
be installed to the proper depth in the lower 
unit. 

For 1976 models ONLY: Special tool 
OMC No. 321516 and No. 318122 are requir
ed to install the bearing. Use a flat washer 
and a 1/2" x 13 x 1" screw from tool, OMC 
No. 316910. Drive the bearing into place 
with the let tered side facing the tool. 

HEX HEAD. 
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Upper Driveshaft Bearing — Installation 
7- Obtain special tool, OMC No. 322923. 

Press the bearing into the bearing retainer 
with the lettered side of the bearing facing 
the tool. Press the assembled bearing and 
retainer into the lower unit housing until it 
seats . A socket the same size as the outside 
diameter of the retainer may be used. 
TAKE CARE not to damage the bearing dur
ing installation. 

For 1976 model ONLY: When the bear
ing is purchased, the bearing is installed in 
the retainer. If the bearing retainer was not 
removed, press the bearing into the retainer 
in the housing. Press the bearing with the 
let tered side facing the tool, until the bot
tom of the bearing is flush with the bottom 
of the retainer, illustration "A"*. 

Driveshaft Seals — Installation! 
8- These seals are installed back-to-

back, flat side-to-flat side, illustration "B". 
The inner seal prevents the lower unit lubri
cant from escaping, and the outer seal pre
vents water from entering the lower unit. 
Coat the outside surface of the first seal 
with Seal Compound. Install the seal with 
the flat side facing UP. Coat the flat side 
of the installed seal and the flat side of the 
second seal with Triple Guard Grease. In
stall the second seal with the flat side 
facing DOWN. 

Forward Gear Bearing — Installation 
9- Insert the bearing into the race with 

the tapered side of the bearing going in 
FIRST. 
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Pinion Gear — Installation 
10- Install the thin thrust washer onto 

the pinion gear shank with the bevel on the 
inside diameter facing DOWN. 

11- Slide the thrust bearing onto the 
shank. -

12- Slide the thick second washer onto 
the pinion gear shank with the bevel facing 
UP. 

13- Insert the assembled pinion gear into 
the opening in the lower unit housing. 

Forward Gear — Installation 
1*- Insert the thrust washer into the 

forward gear. Lower the forward gear down 
into the lower unit housing past the pinion 
gear. By tilting the gear slightly it will pass 
the pinion gear. The teeth of the forward 
gear must index with the teeth of the pinion 
gear. 

Shift Mechanism — Installation 
15- Lower the shift lever into the lower 

unit housing and into place in the recess. 

Propeller Shaft — Installation 

VERY VERY GOOD WORDS 
Two illustrations accompany most of the 

next 10 steps. One set is numbered and is 
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'A 
THRUST 
WASHER 

® 
the same as the step number. The other set 
has a letter identification. NOW, the num
bered illustrations show the work being per
formed in the normal manner with the lower 
unit. The lettered illustrations show the 
work being performed on a work bench in 
order to give you a clear understanding of 
what is happening and the relationship of 
the parts inside the lower unit. 

16- Insert the detent spring through the 
hole in the propeller shaft. Apply a small 
amount of needle bearing grease to the hole 
on both sides of the propeller shaft. Stick a 
detent ball into place in the grease on each 
side of the shaft. Slide the clutch dog down 
the propeller shaft with the cutouts aligned 
with the two detent balls. If the cutouts do 
not align with the detent balls, withdraw the 
clutch dog, rotate it 1S0°, and then slide it 
back onto the shaft, reference illustration 
"C". 

Notice the small groove on the outside 
diameter on one side of the clutch dog. This 
groove MUST face the forward gear. 
Carefully slide the clutch dog over the two 
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LEVER 

DETENT 
BALL 

/ 
SHALL 

GROOVE 

® 
detent balls and into the neutral position on 
the shaft. 

17- Lubricate the large groove in the 
clutch dog with needle bearing grease, ref
erence illustration "D". This illustration will 
be helpful in understanding the relationship 
of the forward gear, forward gear bearing, 
and the shift lever. Notice how the shaft 
passes over the top of the shift lever. Slide 

RAMP 
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-, LARGE f,f-
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CRADLE 
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the cradle into the large groove of the 
clutch dog. Insert the assembled propeller 
shaft into the lower unit, with the forward 
end of the shaft indexed into the forward 
gear and forward gear bearing. At the same 
time, the shaft is worked over the top of the 
shift lever. 

18- Slide a screwdriver blade under the 
shift lever and work the fork fingers up into 
the cradle, reference illustration "E". 

19- After the fingers are in place in the 
cradle, move the shift lever until the hole in 
the lever is aligned with the hole in the 
lower unit housing, reference illustration 
"F". When the holes align, s tar t the Phillips 
screw through the housing and into the lev
er. Apply a coating of OMC 1000 sealer 
onto the threads of the screw. Tighten the 
screw securely. 

Reverse Gear — Installation 
20- Insert the thrust washer into the 

reverse gear. Slide the reverse gear down 
the propeller shaft into the lower unit hous
ing-

MECH SHIFT 25HP TO 35HP 8-107 
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21- Slide the shift yoke down the propel
ler shaft and hook it into the shift lever, 
reference illustation "G". 

22- On the 1980 and later models: Coat 
the shift rod with light-weight oil and then 
insert the shift rod down through the O-ring 
and thread it into the shift yoke. Tighten 
the shift rod securely in the yoke, with a 
wrench, reference illustation "H". 

On the 1976-79 models: Thread the shift 
rod into the shift yoke with the bend in the 
rod facing the driveshaft, reference illustra
tion nJ". 

Bearing Carrier — Installation 
23- Slide the retainer plate onto the 

propeller shaft and against the lower unit 
housing, with the lip of the plate indexed 
into the short slot on the bottom side of the 
lower unit, reference illustration "K". 
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W A R N I N G 
This next step can be dangerous. The 

snap ring is placed under tremendous tension 
with the Truarc pliers while it is being 
placed into the groove. Therefore, wear 
SAFETY GLASSES and exercise care to pre
vent the snap ring from slipping out of the 
pliers. If the snap ring should slip out, it 
would travel with incredible speed and cause 
personal injury if it struck a person. 

24- Use a pair of Truarc pliers and in
stall the Truarc snap ring into the groove in 
the lower unit, next to the retainer plate . 
Check to be sure the ring is properly seated 
all the way around in the groove. 

25- Obtain two 1/4" rods about 12" long 
with 1/4 x 28 threads on one end. Thread 
these two rods into the retainer plate to act 

MECH SHIFT 25HP TO 35HP 8-109 
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"^"fi// «$%Q\ 
as guides for installation of the bearing 
carrier. Observe the word UP embossed into 
the metal of the bearing carrier rim, refer
ence illustration "L". Slide the bearing 
carrier onto the propeller shaft over the 
guide rods and into the lower unit, with the 
word UP facing UPWARD in relation to the 
lower unit housing. Check to be sure the 
thrust washer is seated in the recess of the 
bearing carrier towards the reverse gear. 

26- Slide new O-rings onto the bearing 
carrier bolts. Coat the threads of the bolts 
with OMC Sealer. Install two bolts through 
the bearing carrier and into the retainer. 
Back out the two guide rods used to install 
the bearing carrier. Install and tighten the 
bearing carrier bolts securely to the torque 
value given in the Appendix. 

Driveshaf t — Installation 
27- Install the guide bushing down over 

the stud on top of the housing, as shown. 
28- Apply sealer to the upper housing 

surface. 
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the driveshaft with light-
an aid to installation. Slide 
down into the lower unit. As 
is lowered, rotate the drive-
to permit the splines on the 
with the splines of the pinion 

29- Coat 
weight oil as 
the driveshaft 
the driveshaft 
shaft slightly 
shaft to index 
gear. 

WATER PUMP INSTALLATION 

30- Slide a NEW water pump gasket 
down the driveshaft and into place on the 
housing. Coat the upper surface of the 
gasket with sealer. Slide the water pump 
plate down the driveshaft and into place on 
top of the gasket. Check to be sure the 
small driveshaft grommet that seats in the 
plate and through the gaskets is installed 
with the small side facing UP. Coat both 
sides of a NEW second water pump gasket 
with sealer, and then slide it down the 
driveshaft and into place on top of the 
water pump plate. Check to be sure the 
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holes in both gaskets, the plate, and in the 
housing are aligned. If the holes do not 
align, one of the gaskets or the plate is 
upside down. Correct the error. 

31- Slide the water pump impeller down 
the driveshaft. 3ust before the impeller 
covers the cutout for the impeller pin, 
install the pin. Align the slot in the 
impeller with the impeller pin, and then 
continue to work the impeller down the 
driveshaft until it is firmly in place on the 
surface of the upper water pump gasket. 

32- Check to be sure NEW seals and O-
rings have been installed in the water pump. 
Lubricate the inside surface of the water 
pump with light-weight oil. Lower the wa
ter pump housing down the driveshaft and 
over the impeller. ALWAYS rotate the 
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/ 

driveshaft slowly CLOCKWISE as the hous
ing is lowered over the impeller to allow the 
impeller blades to assume their natural and 
proper position inside the housing. Continue 
to rotate the driveshaft and work the water 
pump housing downward until it is seated on 
the gasket and plate. 

33- Coat the threads of the water pump 
attaching bolts with sealer, and then secure 
the pump in place with the bolts. Tighten 
the bolts ALTERNATELY and EVENLY. 
Check to be sure a NEW grommet has been 
installed in the top of the water pump. 
Install a NEW O-ring onto the top of the 
driveshaft. 
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.••jir 

® 
LOWER UNrr INSTALLATION 

GOOD WORDS 
1976 thru 1979 Models ONLY 

Connecting the shift rod with the con
nector is not an easy task but can be accom
plished as follows: First, notice the cutout 
area on the end of the shift rod. This area 
permits the bolt to pass through the con
nector, past the shift rod, and into the other 
side of the connector. It is this bolt that 
holds the shift rod in the connector. Now, 
in order for the bolt to be properly installed, 
the cutout area on the shift rod MUST be 
aligned in such a manner to allow the bolt to 
be properly installed. Therefore, as the 
lower unit is mated with the exhaust hous
ing, exercise patience as the two units come 
together, to enable the bolt to be installed 
at the proper time. If the rod is allowed to 

SHIFT 
ROD 

SHIFT ROD 
CONNECTOR 

* • ■ ■ ' 

move too far into the connector before the 
bolt is installed, it may be possible to force 
the bolt into place, past the shift rod. The 
threads on the bolt will be stripped, and the 
shift rod will eventually come out of the 
connector, illustration "M" and "N". 

34- Install the connector onto the lower 
unit shift rod, with the NO THREAD section 
facing towards the window. With the con
nector in this position, the bolt may be 
inserted through the connector and "catch" 
the threads on the far side. Install the 
connector bolt in the manner described in 
the previous paragraph. 

For All Models 
35- Check to be sure the water tubes 

are clean, smooth, and free of any corro
sion. Coat the water pickup tubes and 
grommets with lubricant as an aid to instal
lation. Check to be sure the spark plug 
wires are disconnected from the spark plugs. 
Bring the lower unit housing together with 
the exhaust housing, and at the same time, 
guide the water tube into the rubber grom-
met of the water pump. As the two units 

34 
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come together, rotate the flywheel slowly 
to permit the splines of the driveshaft to 
index with the splines of the crankshaft. 

36- After the surfaces of the lower unit 
and exhaust housing make contact, start the 
nut on the stud on the leading edge of the 
lower unit. Start the four bolts on the 
bottom side of the lower unit. DO NOT 
tighten this hardware at this time. 

For the 1976 thru 1979 Models ONLY 
The shift connection is made through the 

window in the exhaust housing. 
37- Insert the bolt into the connector. 

TAKE TIME to read and understand the 
"Good Words" just before Step 34, before 
making this connection. After the bolt is in 
place, install and secure the window with 
the attaching hardware. Tighten the bolts 
and the nut securing the lower unit to the 
exhaust housing ALTERNATELY and EVEN
LY to the torque value given in the Appen
dix. Install the outer plate and gasket to 
the exhaust housing. 

For Models since 1980 
The shift connection is made through the 

water pickup openings in the lower unit. 
38- At the powerhead, move the shift 

lever to the FORWARD gear position. Slip 
the upper shift lever nut upward, and then 
snap the keeper onto the end of the shift 
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rod. Move the shift lever to the REVERSE 
gear position. Lower the shift rod into the 
lower unit shift rod section. Tighten the nut 
to secure the lower portion of the shift rod 
to the upper portion. 

39- Install and secure the two water 
pickup windows in place, with the cutout 
slots facing FORWARD. 

Filling the Lower Unit 
Fill the lower unit with lubricant accord

ing to the procedures in Section 8-3. 

Propeller Installation 
Install the propeller, see Section 8-2. 

FUNCTIONAL CHECK 

Perform a functional check of the com
pleted work by mounting the engine in a test 
tank, in a body of water, or with a flush 
at tachment connected to the lower unit. If 
the flush at tachment is used, NEVER oper
ate the engine above an idle speed, because 
the no-load condition on the propeller would 
allow the engine to RUNAWAY resulting in 
serious damage or destruction of the engine. 

CAUTION: Water must circulate through 
the lower unit to the engine any time the en
gine is run to prevent damage to the water 
pump in the lower unit. Just five seconds 
without water will damage the water pump. 

Start the engine and observe the ta t t l e -
tale flow of water from idle relief in the 
exhaust housing. The water pump installa
tion work is verified. If a "Flushette" is 

® 

connected to the lower unit, VERY LITTLE 
water will be visible from the idle relief 
port. Shift the engine into the three gears 
and check for smoothness of operation and 
satisfactory performance. 

8-11 ELECTRIC SHIFT 
TWO SOLENOIDS 
50 HP 1971-72 

DESCRIPTION 

The lower unit covered in this section is 
a three shift position, hydraulic activated, 
solenoid controlled, propeller exhaust unit. 
A hydraulic pump mounted in the forward 
portion of the lower unit provides the force 
required to shift the unit. Two solenoids 
installed in the lower unit, above the pump, 
control and operate the pump valve. The 
pump valve directs the hydraulic force to 
place the clutch dog in the desired position 
for neutral, forward, or reverse gear posi
tion. One solenoid controls the valve for 
the neutral position. Both solenoids control 
the valve for the reverse position. When 

Cut-a-vmy view of a complete lower unit prior to 
disassembling. This type illustration is most helpful in 
gaining an appreciation of the internal parts and their 
relationship to one another. 
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neither solenoid is activated, the unit is at 
rest in the forward gear position. 

In simple terms, something must be done 
(a solenoid activated and hydraulic pressure 
applied) to move the unit into neutral or 
reverse gear position. If no action is taken 
(shift mechanism at rest) the unit is in the 
forward gear position. 

A full 12-volts is required to activate 
the solenoids. This means shifting is not 
possible if the battery should become low 
for any number of reasons. A potentially 
dangerous condition could exist because the 
unit could not be taken out of forward gear. 
Therefore, the only way to stop forward 
boat movement would be to shut the engine 
down. A low battery would also mean the 
electric starter motor would fail to crank 
the engine properly for engine s tar t . Such a 
condition would require hand starting in an 
emergency, if a second battery were not 
available. 

The lower unit houses the driveshaft and 
pinion gear, the forward and reverse driven 
gears, the propeller shaft, clutch dog, hy
draulic pump, two solenoids, and the neces
sary shims, bearings, and associated parts to 
make it all work properly. 

ONE MORE WORD 
A useful piece of information to remem

ber is that the green wire carries current 
for the neutral position; and the green and 
blue wires carry current for the reverse 
gear operation. 

TROUBLESHOOTING 

Preliminary Checks 
Whenever the lower unit fails to shift 

properly the first place to check is the 
condition of the battery. Determine if the 
battery contains a full charge. Check the 
condition of the battery terminals, the bat
tery leads to the engine, and the electrical 
connections. 

The second area to check is the quantity 
and quality of the lubricant in the lower 
unit. If the lubricant level is low, contami
nated with water, or is broken down because 
of overuse, the shift mechanism may be 
affected. Water in the lower unit is VERY 
BAD NEWS for a number of reasons, par t ic
ularly when the lower unit contains electr i 
cal or hydraulic components. Electrical 
parts short out and hydraulic units will not 
function with water in the system. 

BEFORE making any tes ts , remove the 
propeller, see Section 8-2. Check the pro
peller carefully to determine if the hub has 
been slipping and giving a false indication 
the unit is not in gear. If there is any doubt, 
the propeller should be taken to a shop 
properly equipped for testing, before the 
t ime and expense of disassembling the lower 
unit is undertaken. The expense of the 
propeller testing and possible rebuild is jus
tified. 

The following troubleshooting procedures 
are presented on the assumption the bat
tery, including its connections, the lower 
unit lubricant, and the propeller have all 
been checked and found to be satisfactory. 

Lower Unit Locked 
Determine if the problem is in the 

powerhead or in the lower unit. Attempt to 
rotate the flywheel. If the flywheel can be 
moved even slightly in either direction, the 
problem is most likely in the lower unit. If 
it is not possible to rota te the flywheel, the 
problem is a "frozen" powerhead. To abso
lutely verify the powerhead is "frozen", sep
arate the lower unit from the exhaust hous
ing and then again a t tempt to rotate the 
flywheel. If the at tempt is successful, the 
problem is definitely in the lower unit. If 
the a t tempt to rotate the flywheel, with the 
lower unit removed, still fails, a "frozen" 
powerhead is verified. 

A "frozen" powerhead with burned pistons. 
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Unit Fails to Shift 
Neutral, Forward, or Reverse 

Disconnect the green and blue electrical 
wires from the lower unit at the engine. 

Voltmeter Tests 
Separate the green and blue wires a t the 

engine by first sliding the sleeve back, and 
then making the disconnect. Connect one 
lead of the voltmeter to the green wire to 
the control panel and the other lead to a 
good ground on the engine. Turn the igni
tion key to the ON position. With the shift 
box handle in the forward position, the volt
meter should indicate NO voltage. Move the 
test lead from the green wire to the blue 
wire to the control panel. With the shift 
lever still in the forward position, the volt
meter should indicate NO voltage. 

Move the shift lever to the NEUTRAL 
position. With the voltmeter still connected 
to the blue wire, NO voltage should be 
indicated. Move the test lead to the green 
wire. Voltage SHOULD be indicated. 

Move the shift lever to the REVERSE 
position. Voltage SHOULD be indicated on 
the green wire AND on the blue wire, refer
ence illustration "A™. 

0* 
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If the desired results are not obtained on 
any of these tests, the problem is in the 
shift box switch or the wiring under the 
control panel. See Chapter 7. 

Ohmmeter Tests 
Set the ohmmeter to the low scale. 

Connect one lead to the green wire to the 
lower unit, and the other lead to a good 
ground. The meter should indicate 5 to 7 
ohms. Connect the meter to the blue wire 
to the lower unit and ground. The meter 
should again indicate from 5 to 7 ohms, 
reference illustration "B". 

BAD NEWS 
If the unit fails the voltmeter and ohm

meter tests just outlined, the only course of 
action is to disassemble the lower unit to 
determine and correct the problem. 

LOWER UNIT SERVICE 

Propeller Removal 
If the propeller was not removed, as 

directed for the troubleshooting, remove it 
now, according to the procedures outlined in 
Section 8-2. 

Draining the Lower Unit 
Drain the lower unit of lubricant, see 

Section 8-3. 
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GOOD WORDS 
If water is discovered in the lower unit 

and the propeller shaft seal is damaged and 
requires replacement, the lower unit does 
NOT have to be removed in order to accom
plish the work. 

The bearing carrier can be removed and 
the seal replaced without disassembling the 
lower unit. HOWEVER, such a procedure is 
not considered good shop practice, but 
merely a quick-fix. If water has entered the 
lower unit, the unit should be disassembled 
and a detailed check made to determine if 
any other seals, bearings, bearing races, O-
rings or other parts have been rendered 
unfit for further service by the water. 

LOWER UNIT REMOVAL 

1- Disconnect and ground the spark plug 
wires. Slide back the insulators on the shift 
wires at the engine. Disconnect the blue 
wire from the blue and the green wire from 
the green, at the engine. 

HELPFUL WORD 
Obtain a piece of electrical wire, about 

5 ft. long. Connect one end to the green 
wire and the other end to the blue wire. 
Tape the connections. Now, when the lower 
unit is separated from the exhaust housing, 
the ends of the wire will feed down through 
the exhaust housing. When the lower unit is 
free, disconnect the wire ends from the blue 
and green wires and leave the wire loop in 
the exhaust housing. When it is t ime to 

bring the lower unit together with the ex
haust housing, the wire ends will be con
nected again and the blue and green wires 
easily pulled back up through the exhaust 
housing. No sweat! Alright, on with the 
work. 

2- Scribe a mark on the trim tab and a 
matching mark on the lower unit to ensure 
the trim tab will installed in the same 
position from which it is removed. Remove 
the attaching hardware, and then remove 
the trim tab. 

3 - Use a 1/2" socket with a short exten
sion and remove the bolt from inside the 
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trim tab cavity. Remove the 5/8" counter
sunk bolt located just ahead of the trim tab 
position. 

it- Remove the four 9/16" bolts, two on 
each side, securing the lower unit to the 
exhaust housing. Work the lower unit free 
of the exhaust housing. If the unit is still 
mounted on a boat, t i l t the engine forward 
to gain clearance between the lower unit 
and the deck (floor, ground, whatever). 
EXERCISE CARE to withdraw the lower 
unit straight away from the exhaust housing 
to prevent bending the driveshaft. Once the 
lower unit is free of the exhaust housing, 
stop and disconnect the wires installed as 
described in the "Helpful Word" following 
Step 1. Leave the wire loop in the exhaust 
housing as an aid during installation. 

WATER PUMP REMOVAL 

5- Position the lower unit in the vertical 
position on the edge of the work bench 
resting on the cavitation plate. Secure the 
lower unit in this position with a C-clamp. 
The lower unit will then be held firmly in a 
favorable position during the service work. 
An alternate method is to cut a groove in a 
short piece of 2" x 6" wood to accommodate 
the lower unit with the cavitation plate 
resting on top of the wood. Clamp the wood 
in a vise and service work may then be 
performed with the lower unit erect (in its 
normal position), or inverted (upside down). 
In both positions, the cavitation plate is the 
supporting surface. 

TAKE TIME 
Take t ime to notice how the shift wires 

are routed and anchored in position with a 
clamp on top of the water pump. It is 
extremely important for the shift wires to 
be routed and secured in the same position 
during installation, reference illustration 
"C". 

6- Remove the O-ring from the top of 
the driveshaft. Remove the bolts securing 
the water pump to the lower unit housing 
and the clamp securing the shift wires in 
place. Leave the clamp on the shift cable 
as an aid during installation. Pull the water 
pump housing up and free of the driveshaft. 
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7- Slide the water pump Impeller up and 
free of the drives haft. Pop the impeller 
V codruff key out of the driveshaf t kevway. 
Slide the water pump base plate up and off 
of the driveshaft. 

GOOD WORDS 
If the only work to be performed is 

service of the water pump, proceed directly 
to Page 8-137, Water Pump Installation. 

Shift Solenoid — Removal 
8- Remove the shift solenoid cover lo

cated just aft of the water pump position. 
Take care not to lose the wavy washer 
installed under the cover. Grasp the upper 
(green) shift solenoid and withdraw the sol
enoids and shift rod from the lower unit 
cavity as an assembly. 

Bearing Carrier — Removal 
9- Remove the four 5/16" bolts from 

inside the bearing carrier. Notice how each 
bolt has an O-ring seal. These O-rings 
should be replaced each time the bolts are 
removed. Also observe the word UP embos
sed into the metal rim of some bearing 
carriers. This word must face UP in relation 
to the lower unit during installation. Clean 
the surface and if the word "UP" does not 
show, the position of the carrier during 
installation is not important. 

10- Remove the bearing carrier using 
one of the methods described in the follow
ing paragraphs, under Special Words. 

SPECIAL WORDS 
Several models of bearing carriers are 

used on the lower units covered in this 
section. 

The bearing carriers are a very tight fit 
into the lower unit opening. Therefore, it is 
not uncommon to apply heat to the outside 
surface of the lower unit with a torch, at 
the same t ime the puller is being worked to 
remove the carrier. TAKE CARE not to 
overheat the lower unit. 

One model carrier has two threaded 
holes on the end of the carrier. These 
threads permit the installation of two long 
bolts. These bolts will then allow the use of 
a flywheel puller to remove the bearing 
carrier, illustration 10. 
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Another model does not have the thread
ed screw holes. To remove this type bearing 
carrier, a special puller with arms must be 
used. The arms are hooked onto the carrier 
web area, and then the carrier removed, 
reference' illustration "D"". 

W A R N I N G 
The next step involves a dangerous pro

cedure and should be executed with care 
while wearing SAFETY GLASSES. The re
taining rings are under tremendous tension 
in the groove and while they are being 
removed. If a ring should slip off the Truarc 
pliers, it will travel with incredible speed 
causing personal injury if it should strike a 
person. Therefore, continue to hold the ring 
and pliers firm after the ring is out of the 
groove and clear of the lower unit. Place 
the ring on the floor and hold it securely 
with one foot before releasing the grip on 
the pliers. An al ternate method is to hold 
the ring inside a trash barrel, or other 
suitable container, before releasing the 
pliers. 

11- Obtain a pair of Truarc pliers. In
sert the tips of the pliers into the holes of 
the first retaining ring. Now, CAREFULLY 
remove the retaining ring from the groove 
and gear case without allowing the pliers to 
slip. Release the grip on the pliers in the 
manner described in the above WARNING. 
Remove the second retaining ring in the 
same manner. The rings are identical and 
either one may be installed first. 

12- Remove the retainer plate. As the 
plate is removed, notice which surface is 
facing into the housing, as an aid during 
installation. 
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13- Reach inside the cavity and remove 
the thrust bearing, thrust washer and the 
reverse gear. 

Propeller Shaft — Removal 
14- Grasp the propeller shaft firmly and 

withdraw it from the lower unit. 

"FROZEN" PROPELLER SHAFT 

On rare occasions, especially if water 
has been allowed to enter the lower unit, it 
may not be possible to withdraw the propel
ler shaft as described in Step 1'+. The shaft 
may be "frozen" in the hydraulic pump due 
to corrosion. 

If efforts to remove the propeller shaft 
after the bearing carrier has been removed 
fail: Obtain a block of wood 2"x 4" approx. 
one foot in length. Drill a hole in the center 
of the flat side, large enough for the propel
ler shaft to pass through. Place the block 
over the shaft. Slide some thick large 
washers over the shaft and thread the pro
peller nut onto the shaft. 

With the skeg clamped securely in a vise 
equipped with soft jaws, attempt to pull the 
shaft free. If necessary hammer on the 
wood, rotating the block at intervals to 
prevent wedging the shaft in any one direc
tion. 

Pinion Gear — Removal 
Special tool, OMC No. 316612 is required 

to turn the driveshaft in order to remove 
the pinion gear nut. 

15- Obtain the special tool and slip it 
over the end of the driveshaft with the 
splines of the tool indexed with the splines 
on the driveshaft. Hold the pinion gear nut 
with the proper size wrench, and at the 
same time rotate the driveshaft, with the 
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special tool and wrench COUNTERCLOCK
WISE until the nut is free. If the special 
tool is not available, clamp the driveshaft in 
a vise equipped with soft jaws, in an area 
below the splines but not in the water pump 
impeller area. Now, with the proper size 
wrench on the pinion gear nut, rotate the 
complete lower unit COUNTERCLOCKWISE 
until the nut is free. This procedure will 
probably require the driveshaft to be loosen
ed in the vise several times and reclamped 
in order to affect rotation of the lower unit 
and wrench. After the nut is free, proceed 
with the next step. The driveshaft will be 
withdrawn from the pinion gear. 

Driveshaft — Removal 
16- Remove the four bolts from the top 

of the lower unit securing the bearing hous
ing. CAREFULLY pry the bearing housing 
upward away from the lower unit, then slide 
it free of the driveshaft. An alternate 
method is to again clamp the driveshaft in a 
vise equipped with soft jaws. Use a soft
headed mallet and tap on the top side of the 
bearing housing. This action will jar the 
housing loose from the lower unit. Continue 
tapping with the mallet and the bearing 
housing, O-rings, shims, thrust washer, 
thrust bearing, and the driveshaft will all 
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breakaway from the lower unit and may be 
removed as an assembly. 

17- Remove the pinion gear from the 
lower unit cavity. Remove the forward gear 
from the hydraulic pump. 

Hydraulic Pump — Removal 
18- Obtain two long rods with 1/4" x 20 

threads on both ends. Thread the two rods 
into the hydraulic pump housing. Attach a 
slide hammer to the rods and secure it with 
a nut on the end of each rod. Check to be 
sure the slide hammer is installed onto the 
rods EVENLY to allow an even pull on the 
pump. If the slide hammer is not installed 
to the rods properly, the pump may become 
tightly wedged in the lower unit. Operate 
the slide hammer and pull the hydraulic 
pump free. If the pump should happen to 
become lodged in the lower unit, stop oper
ating the slide hammer IMMEDIATELY. Tap 
the hydraulic pump back into place in the 
lower unit and start the removal procedure 
over. 

Lower Driveshaf t Bearing — Removal 
This bearing cannot be removed without 

the aid of a special tool. Therefore, DO 
NOT a t tempt to remove this bearing unless 
it is unfit for further service. To check the 
bearing, first use a flashlight and inspect it 
for corrosion or other damage. Insert a 
finger into the bearing, and then check for 
"rough" spots or binding while rotating it. 

19- For 1971 models ONLY: Use a 
punch, or similar tool and drive the lower 
driveshaft bearing out of position and into 
the lower unit cavity. 
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For 1972 models ONLY: Remove the 
ALLEN screw from the water pickup slots in 
the starboard side of the lower unit housing, 
reference illustration "E". This screw se
cures the bearing in place and MUST be 
removed before an attempt is made to re
move the bearing. The bearing must actual
ly be "PULLED" upward to come free. NEV
ER make an attempt to "drive" it down and 
out or the lip in the lower unit holding the 
bearing will be broken off. VERY BAD 
NEWS. The lower unit housing would have 
to be replaced. Obtain special tool, OMC 
No. 385546. Use the special tool and "pull" 
the bearing from the lower unit, reference 
illustration "F". 

Propeller Shaft — Disassembling 
20- Notice the spring retainer on the 

outside surface of the clutch dog. Use a 
small screwdriver and work one end of the 
spring up onto the shoulder of the clutch 
dog. Continue working the spring out of the 
groove until it is free. TAKE CARE not to 
distort the spring. Place one end of the 
propeller shaft on the bench and push the 
pin free of the clutch dog. Raise the 
propeller end of the shaft upward and the 
piston, retainer, and spring, will come free 
of the shaft. 

$ ■■-^JS*"':. 
0 
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21- Notice how the small end of the 
retainer fits into the spring. Also notice the 
hole in the retainer. During installation, 
this hole must align with the hole in the 
propeller shaft and clutch dog to allow the 
pin to pass through. Slide the clutch dog 
free of the propeller shaft. 
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Hydraulic Pump — Disassembling 
22- Remove the screw from the center 

of the screen on the back side of the pump. 
Remove the screen. 

23- Remove the screws securing the 
valve housing to the pump, and then lift the 
housing free of the pump. 

24- Lift the two gears out off the pump 
housing and HOLD them just as they were 
removed. Check the face of each gear for 
an indent mark (a dot, dimple, or similar 
identification). The identification mark will 
indicate how the gear MUST face in the 
housing. Make a note of how the mark 
faces, outward or inward, to ENSURE the 
gears will be installed properly in the same 
position from which they were removed. 

Bearing Carrier — Disassembling 
The bearings in the carrier need NOT be 

removed unless they are unfit for further 
service. Insert a finger and rotate the 
bearing. Check for "rough" spots or binding. 
Inspect the bearing for signs of corrosion or 
other types of damage. If the bearings must 
be replaced, proceed with the next step. 

25- Use a seal remover to remove the 
two back-to-back seals or clamp the carrier 
in a vise and use a pry bar to pop each seal 
out. 

26- Use a drift punch to drive the bear
ings free of the carrier. The bearings are 
being removed because they are unfit for 
service, therefore, additional damage is of 
no consequence. 
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Solenoid and Shift Assembly 
It is not recommended to at tempt ser

vice of this assembly. If troubleshooting has 
been performed and the determination made 
the unit or any part is faulty, the ONLY 
satisfactory solution is to purchase and in
stall a new assembly. 

CLEANING AND INSPECTING 

Wash all, except ELECTRICAL, parts in 
solvent and dry them with compressed air. 
Discard ail O-rings and seals that have been 
removed. A new seal kit for this lower unit 
is available from the local dealer. The kit 
will contain the necessary seals and O-rings 
to restore the lower unit to service. 

Inspect all splines on shafts and in gears 
for wear, rounded edges, corrosion, and 
damage. 

Carefully check the driveshaft and the 
propeller shaft to verify they are straight 
and true without any sign of damage. A 
complete check must be performed by turn
ing the shaft in a lathe. This is only 
necessary if there is evidence to suspect the 
shaft is not t rue. 

Check the water pump housing for cor
rosion on the inside and verify the impeller 

BEARING 

Wa 

BEARING 

*. N < • 

A two-section driveshaft with a weld section that 
has failed. This area of the driveshaft should be 
carefully checked anytime the lower unit is disassem
bled. 

and base plate are in good condition. Act
ually, good shop practice dictates to rebuild 
or replace the water pump each time the 
lower unit is disassembled. The small cost 
is rewarded with "peace of mind" and satis
factory service. 

Inspect the lower unit housing for nicks, 
dents, corrosion, or other signs of damage. 
Nicks may be removed with No. 120 and 
No. 180 emory cloth. Make a special effort 
to ensure all old gasket material has been 
removed and mating surfaces are clean and 
smooth. 

Inspect the water passages in the lower 
unit to be sure they are clean. The screen 
may be removed and cleaned. 

Check the gears and clutch dog to be 
sure the ears are not rounded. If doubt 
exists as to the part performing satisfactor
ily, it should be replaced. 

Inspect the bearings for "rough" spots, 
binding, and signs of corrosion or damage. 

•T'^^u^# ® Damaged hydraulic pump. Water in the lower unit 
and a broken gear was the cause of this pump being 
destroyed. 
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DRIVESHAFT OIL 
RETAINER 

COVER 

^ — R E T A I N E R 

s>> _ 
WAVE 

~™ N U T WASHER 
Q * - - ^ . UPPER 
^■s PLUNGER 

TUBES 

NEUTRAL VALVE 
LEVER & BALLS 

^ _ NEEDLE BEARING 

OIL RETAINER 

Exploded view of a 50 hp — 1971-72 lower unit with major parts identified. 
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SPRING 

IhxiuraoO r--vi>rii> t«-n>- fli-t'D and -'ward n r w 
fi'tci I). ;/■(< I'mi-ar" va- canm-d ''rn'v vrl'V "rl^rinc 
ti\e liivi'r unit. 

Vest the r.eutroi and reverse solenoids 
with an ohmmeter. A reading of 5 to 7 
ohms is normal and indicates the solenoid is 
in satisfactory condition. 

ASSEMBLING 

READ AND BELIEVE 
The lower unit should NOT be assembled 

in a dry condition. Coat all internal parts 
with OMC HI-VIS lube oil as they are as
sembled. All seals should be coated with 
OMC Gasket Seal Compound. When two 

f ££«-*-* *-5li* a t i l H*? *■ f * t . 

CLUTCH DOG 

© 
seals are installed back-to-back, use Triple 
Guard Grease between the seal surfaces. 

AUTHORS APOLOGY 
The accompanying illustrations show a 

rubber seal on the end of the hydraulic pump 
and a snap ring installed in front of the 
pump. During 1971 and 1972, these two 
items were not used. Therefore, disregard 
the seal and snap ring, for these two years. 

Propeller Shaft — Assembling 
1- Slide the clutch dog onto the propel

ler shaft with the face of the dog marked 
"PROP END" facing toward the propeller 
end of the shaft, reference illustration "A". 
Before the splines of the clutch dog engage 
the splines of the propeller shaft, rota te the 
dog until the hole for the pin appears to 
align with the hole through the propeller 
shaft. Slide the clutch dog onto the splines 
until the hole in the dog aligns with the hole 
in the shaft. If the hole is off just a bit, 
slide the clutch dog back off the splines, 
rotate it one spline in the required direc
tion, and then slide it into place. 

Insert the spring into the end of the 
propeller shaft. Secure the spring in place 
with the spring retainer. Install the retainer 
with the small end going into the propeller 
shaft FIRST. 

£P*W* 

Using an ohmmeter to test the solenoids, as explain
ed in the text. .'**>*&■ ® 
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DEPRESSING 
TOOL 

2- Depress the spring retainer and insert 
the pin through the clutch dog, the shaft, 
spring retainer, and out the other side of the 
shaft and clutch dog. Center the pin 
through the clutch dog. 

3 - Install the spring-type pin retainer 
around the clutch dog to secure the pin in 
place. TAKE CARE not to distort the pin 
retainer during the installation process. 

Bearing Carrier Bearings & Seals 
Installation 

k- Install the reverse gear bearing into 
the bearing carrier by pressing against the 
LETTERED side of the bearing with the 
proper size socket. Press the forward gear 
bearing into the bearing carrier in the same 
manner. Press against the LETTERED side 
of the bearing. 

5- Coat the outside surfaces of the seals 
with HI-VIS oil. Install the first seal with 
the flat side facing OUT. Coat the flat 
surface of both seals with Triple Guard 
Grease, and then install the second seal with 
the flat side going in FIRST. The seals are 

SPRING 

© 
then back-to-back with the grease between 
the two surfaces. The outside seal prevents 
water from entering the lower unit and the 
inside seal prevents the lubricant in the low
er unit from escaping. 

SEALS 
Jb/ BACK-TO-BACK 

© 

m 

mm 
if' - * ':■'■'■■ 

® 
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A set of double seals showing the back side (left) 
and the front side (right). These seals are installed 
back-to-back (flat side-to-flat side) with Triple Guard 
Grease between the surfaces. This arrangement pre
vents fluid from passing in either direction. 

Hydraulic Pump — Assembling 
6- Check the note made during disas

sembling, per Step 23, to determine how the 
identifying marks (dots, dimples, whatever) 
on the gears must face — inward or out
ward. The gears MUST be installed in the 
same position from which they were remov
ed. 

7- Install the rear valve housing with the 
tang on the outside edge of the housing 
indexed with the small slot in the pump 
housing. Secure the valve housing in place 
with the attaching screws tightened secure
ly. 

8- Place the screen in position on the 
back side of the valve housing, and then 
secure it in place with the screw. 

9- Install the forward gear into the 
pump housing. It may be necessary to work 
the gears around in the pump to permit the 
tangs on the forward gear shank to index in 
the slots in the housing. Set the assembly 
aside for later installation. 
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THRUST .r «. 
BEARING V V - TANG 

Two types of hydraulic pumps. The pump on the left 
is the most common with the shift rod passing through a 
hole in two levers on top of the pump. The pump on the 
right has the shift rod passing directly through a hole in 
the pump top. 
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Lower Driveshaf t Bearing — Installation 
10- Obtain tool, OMC No. 385546. As

semble the tool with the washer, guide 
sleeve, and remover portion of the tool, in 
the order given. The shoulder of the tool 
must face DOWN. Place the bearing onto 
the end of the tool, with the let tered side of 
the bearing facing the tool. Drive the 
bearing down until the large washer on the 
tool makes contact with the surface of the 
lower unit. The bearing is then seated to 
the proper depth. 

11- If an Allen screw is used to secure 
the bearing in place, apply Loctite to the 
threads, amd then install the screw through 
the lower unit, as shown. 

Hyraulic Pump — Installation 
First, These Words 

Observe the tang on the backside of the 
pump. This tang MUST face directly up in 
relation to the lower unit housing to permit 
installation of the shift rod into the pump. 
Also notice the pin on the backside of the 
pump. This pin MUST index into a matching 
hole in the housing to restrain the pump 
from rotating. 

12- Secure the lower unit housing in the 
horizontal position with the bearing carrier 
opening facing up. Remove the forward 
gear from the pump. Obtain two long 1/4 x 

* 

20 rods with threads on both ends. Thread 
the rods into the pump and then lower the 
pump into the lower unit housing. To index 
the pin on the back of the pump housing into 
the hole in the lower unit is not an easy 
task. However, exercise patience and ro
ta te the pump ever so slowly. A helpful hint 
at this point: As the pump is being lowered 
into the cavity, align the opening and tang 
on top of the pump in the approximate 
position your eye indicates the shift rod may 
be installed. When the pin indexes, it will 
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not be possible to rotate the pump. The 
pump MUST be properly seated to permit 
installation of the shift rod and the pinion 
gear. After the pump is in place, remove 
the two rods used during installation. 

13- Coat the plunger with oil, and then 
lower the large end of the plunger into the 
hydraulic pump. Check to be sure it seats 
all the way into place. 

1*- Install the thrust washer and thrust 
bearing into the pump with the flat side of 
the bearing facing OUTWARD. Lower the 
forward gear into the pump. Work the gear 
slowly until the teeth index with the teeth 
of the pump gear. This should not be too 
difficult because the forward gear was in
stalled once, and then removed in the previ
ous step. However, it is entirely possible 
the gears moved when the pump was install
ed. Therefore, use a flashlight and check 
the position of the gears. If necessary, use 
a long shank screwdriver and ro ta te the 
gears until they are close to center, then 
install the forward gear. 

Driveshaf t and Pinion Gear — Installation 

CRITICAL WORDS 
The driveshaft and pinion gear must be 

assembled prior to installation, and then 
checked with a special shimming gauge. 
This shimming must be accomplished prop
erly, the unit disassembled, and then install
ed into the lower unit. Use of the shimming 
gauge is the ONLY way to determine the 
proper amount of shimming required at the 
upper end of the driveshaft. The following 
detailed step outlines the procedure. 

15- Clamp the driveshaft in a vise 
equipped with soft jaws and in such a man
ner tha t the splines, water pump area, or 
other critical portions of the shaft cannot 

be damaged. Slide the pinion gear onto the 
driveshaft with the bevel of the gear teeth 
facing toward the lower end of the shaft. 
Install the pinion gear nut and tighten it to a 
torque value of 40 to 45 f t-lbs. No parts 
should be installed on the upper end of the 
driveshaft at this point. Slide the same 
amount of shim material removed during 
disassembling, onto the driveshaft and seat 
it against the driveshaft shoulder. 

Obtain special shimming tool, CMC No. 
315767. Slip the special tool down over the 
driveshaft and onto the upper surface of the 
top shim. Measure the distance between the 
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top of the pinion gear and the bottom of the 
tool. The tool should just barely make 
contact with the pinion gear surface for 
ZERO clearance. Add or remove shims from 
the upper end of the driveshaft to obtain the 
required ZERO clearance. Remove the tool 
and set the shims aside for installation la
ter . Back off the pinion gear nut and 
remove the pinion gear. Remove the drive-
shaft from the vise. 

16- Insert the pinion gear into the cavity 
in the lower unit with the flat side of the 
bearing facing UPWARD. Hold the pinion 
gear in place and at the same time lower 
the driveshaft down into the lower unit. As 
the driveshaft begins to make contact with 
the pinion gear, rota te the shaft slightly to 
permit the splines on the shaft to index with 
the splines of the pinion gear. After the 
shaft has indexed with the pinion gear, 
thread the pinion gear nut onto the end of 
the shaft. Obtain special tool, OMC No. -
316612. Slide the special tool over the 
upper end of the driveshaft with the splines 
of the tool indexed with the splines on the 
shaft. Attach a torque wrench to the spe
cial tool. Now, hold the pinion gear nut 
with the proper size wrench and rotate the 
driveshaft CLOCKWISE with the special tool 
until the pinion gear nut is tightened to a 
torque \v.luc oi kO ic 45 t t- lbs. i-'.e-ii.ove the 
special tcoi. 

17- Slide the thrust bear in ' ; , thrust 
washer, and the shin.s, set aside ?fter the 
shim Kaujic procedure in Step 15, onto the 
driveshaft. 

3 

PINION K 

GEAR V * 

SI *#* 
*r* 

': •* )»j»i»■*.";:• ; „;»••)-

I SHIMS 

THRUST 
BEARING 

THRUST 
WASHER 

® 
18- Install the two seals back-to-back 

into the opening on top of the bearing 
housing. Coat the outside surface of the 
NEW seals with OMC Lubricant. Press the 
first seal into the housing with the flat side 
of the seal facing OUTWARD. After the 
seal is in place, apply a coating of Triple 
Guard Grease to the flat side of the install
ed seal and the flat side of the second seal. 
Press the second seal into the bearing hous
ing with the flat side of the seal facing 
INWARD. Insert a NEW O-ring into the 
bottom opening of the bearing housing. 

SEAL 

\ 

* * 
Ifiy.. 

® ® 
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19- Wrap friction tape around the 
splines of the driveshaft to protect the seals 
in the bearing housing as the housing is 
installed. Now, slide the assembled bearing 
housing down the driveshaft and seat it in 
the lower unit housing. Secure the housing 
in place with the four bolts. Tighten the 
bolts ALTERNATELY and EVENLY. 

Propeller Shaft — Installation 
20- Secure the lower unit in the horizon

tal position with the bearing carrier opening 
facing UPWARD. Check the inside diameter 
of the forward gear to be sure the small 
thrust washer in the gear is still in place. 
Lower the propeller shaft assembly down 
into the lower unit with the inside diameter 
of the shaft indexing over the shaft of the 
piston. 

PROPELLER 
SHAFT 

THRUST 
WASHER 

fiTT*-' :" (NOT SHOWN) 

A1 

!SH' 20] 

THRUST 
WASHER 

THRUST 
„ „ B EARING 

2 1 - Apply a light coating of grease to 
the inside surface of the reverse gear to 
hold the thrust washer in place. Insert the 
thrust washer into the reverse gear. Lower 
the thrust bearing and thrust washer down 
onto the shank of the reverse gear. Slide 
the reverse gear down the propeller shaft 
with the splines of the reverse gear indexing 
with the splines of the shaft. 

22- Insert the retainer plate into the 
lower unit against the reverse gear. 

W A R N I N G 
This next step can be dangerous. Each 

snap ring is placed under tremendous tension 
with the Truarc pliers while it is being 

RETAINER 
PLATE N^.l 

ft * * # ■ ■ : -

; *1* l *S 'Trt^ !>'>■«! 

• ■ : » 
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placed into the groove. Therefore, wear 
SAFETY GLASSES and exercise care to pre
vent the snap ring from slipping out of the 
pliers. If the snap ring should slip out, it 
would travel with incredible speed and cause 
personal injury if it struck a person. 

23- Install the Truarc snap rings one a t -
a-t ime following the precautions given in 
the WARNING and the ADVICE given in the 
following paragraph. 

WORDS OF ADVICE 
The two snap rings index into separate 

grooves in the lower unit housing. As the 
first ring is being installed, depth perception 
may play a trick on yours eyes. It may 
appear that the first ring is properly indexed 
all the way around in the proper groove, 
when in reality, a portion may be in one 
groove and the remainder in the other 
groove. Should this happen, and the Truarc 
pliers be released from the ring, it is ex
tremely difficult to get the pliers back into 
the ring to correct the condition. If neces
sary use a flashlight and carefully check to 
be sure the first ring is properly seated all 
the way around BEFORE releasing the grip 
on the pliers. Installation of the second ring 
is not so difficult because the one groove is 
filled with the first ring. 

24- Obtain two long Ijh" rods with 
threads on one end. Thread the rods into 
the retainer plate opposite each other to act 
as guides for the bearing carrier. 

25- Check the bearing carrier to be sure 
a NEW O-ring has been installed. Position 
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the carrier over the guide pins with the 
embossed word UP on the rim of the carrier 
facing UP in relation to the lower unit 
housing. Now, lower the bearing carrier 
down over the guide pins and into place in 
the lower unit housing. 

26- Slide NEW little O-rings onto each 
bolt, and apply some OMC Sealer onto the 
threads. Install the bolts through the car
rier and into the retaining plate. After a 
couple bolts are in place, remove the guide 
pins and install the remaining bolts. Tighten 
the bolts EVENLY and ALTERNATELY to 
the torque value given in the Appendix. 
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ELECTRIC SHIFT 8-135 

Shift Cable, Solenoids, 
and Rod — Assembling 

CRITICAL WORDS 
The following procedures MUST be per

formed exactly as given and in the order 
presented. Do not a t tempt any shortcuts or 
anticipate what will be done next. All parts 
must be installed and adjusted to the le t te r , 
for the unit to function properly. Separate 
the upper (green) solenoid from the lower 
(blue) solenoid, by pulling them apart . An 
inner shift rod will be released from the 
shift rod casing. Check to be sure the cap 
on the bottom of the shift rod casing is in 
place. 

27- Lower the blue solenoid down into 
the lower unit housing. Continue lowering 
the solenoid until the cap on the end of the 
shift rod casing seats on top of the valve 

lever and check ball assembly. Check to be 
sure the solenoid is fully seated in the 
housing. The lower plunger should be flush 
with the top of the solenoid. 

28- If the plunger is not flush with the 
solenoid, remove the solenoid and screw the 
lower plunger up or down on the shift rod 
casing, then install the solenoid again and 
check the plunger. 

29- Install the spacer with the lip on the 
spacer facing UPWARD. 

30- Lower the green solenoid into the 
lower unit housing. Insert the shift rod into 
the shift rod casing. 

3 1 - The upper plunger must be flush 
with the top surface of the solenoid. If it is 
not flush with the solenoid, remove the 
solenoid, loosen the nut, and make an ad
justment. Install the solenoid again and 
check the upper plunger. 
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8-136 LOWER UNIT 

32- Check to be sure the inside plunger 
indexes into the hole in the hydraulic pump. 

33- Install the wavy washer and a NEW 
gasket into the lower unit housing. Work 
the shift wires down into the lower unit 
cavity. Lower the cover into place in the 
lower unit housing. The wavy washer will 
give you a false pressure against the cap. 
Therefore, it takes a bit of patience to be 
sure the wavy washer indexes into the re
cess of the cover. Start the bolts securing 
the cover. Tighten the bolts ALTERNATE
LY and EVENLY. As the bolts are 
tightened, make continuous checks to be 
sure the wavy washer and the green solenoid 
fit up into the cover as the bolts are 
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tightened. This may not be accomplished on 
the first a t tempt , but keeping cool and 
working slowly will be rewarded with 
success. 

3*- Obtain an ohmmeter. Ground one 
lead of the meter , and then check the blue 
and green wires for continuity. The ohm-
meter should indicate 5 to 7 ohms. 
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WATER PUMP INSTALLATION 

FIRST, THESE WORDS 
An improved water pump is available as 

a replacement. If the old water pump 
housing is unfit for further service, only the 
new pump housing can be purchased. It is 
strongly recommended to replace the water 
pump with the improved model while the 
lower unit is disassembled. The accompany
ing illustration shows the original equipment 
(left) compared with the improved pump 
(right), reference illustration "A". 

The new pump must be assembled before 
it is installed. Therefore, the following 
steps outline procedures for both pumps. 

To assemble and install a replacement 
pump, perform steps 35 thru 43, then jump 
to Step 46. 

To install an original equipment pump, 
proceed direectly to Step 44. 

Assembling an Improved Pump Housing 
35- Remove the water pump parts from 

the container. Insert the plate into the 
housing, as shown. The tang on the bottom 
side of the plate MUST index into the short 
slot in the pump housing. 

36- Slide the pump liner into the housing 
with the two small tabs on the bottom side 
indexed into the two cutouts in the plate. 

37- Coat the inside diameter of the liner 
with light-weight oil. Work the impeller 
into the housing with all of the blades bent 
back to the right, as shown. In this position, 

ELECTRIC SHIFT 8-137 
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